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 The PDFs are used by creating a POST request for /stream which contains the body of the PDF, a concatenated stream of the
images in the PDF, and an array of metadata. +stream=/stream.pdf?username=username&password=password When the PDF is
to be converted, the download script is then called with this POST request. This function allows to make a POST request to the

user's account and then use the token the web client is provided to authenticate and perform the conversion of the PDF to JPEG.
This function is intended to be used in conjunction with the handling of errors: the server may make the conversion request with

errors (possibly resulting in a conversion failure) The conversion request should be retried.
+stream=/stream.pdf?username=username&password=password&retry Parameters username This is the username to use for

authenticating. password This is the password to use for authenticating. retry This parameter indicates how many times to retry
when a conversion is attempted. Example This is a simplified example for converting a PDF to JPEG, using OpenSSL and the

Twitter Ruby gem. require 'openssl' require 'twitter' require 'json' require 'fileutils' # The PDF to convert. filename =
'example.pdf' # The username/password to use for authenticating. username = 'username' password = 'password' # The URL to

the stream. url = '' retry = 5 # Retries 5 times for the conversion. # Convert the PDF to a file. convert =
Twitter::REST::Post'stream.convert', :user_id => username, :password => password, :retry => retry, :url => url, :file =>

filename, # Set up the OpenSSL connection. # OpenSSL will return the object that has been used to connect. # The object is
required for OpenSSL::stream to be initialized. # The object is also required for OpenSSL 82157476af
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